
June 15, 1997 

Mr. Len Miller 
Ferrari ItaHa 
P.O. Box 955 
San Carlos, California 94070 

Dear Len, 

Here's an update on the restoration of my 250GTE, sin 3739. The restoration was 
finished this month, June 1997. Everything was stripped from the car and re-done, 
reconditioned, overhauled, or replaced. The restoration, including engine overhaul, was 
done by Bruce Testerm an and Jim Peterson of "T's Sunrise" here in Englewood. The 
frame, body and paint was farmed out to Bob Raub's "3R Automotive", also located 
nearby in Englewood. Both Bruce and Tun, as well as Bob Raub, are patient, thorough, 
careful, finicky, faultless workmen, as the enclosed photos will attest. 

How much did all that cost? Well, I blush with embarrassment! And, I really don't want 
my wife to find out, so I won't say. I figger you'll make a fairly accurate guess. 

I took the car out to the charity car show put on by the Porsche Club of America last 
weekend at the Arapahoe Community College in Littleton, Colorado. The guys judging 
the Ferraris liked it. They found a Httle oil and dust here and there, the result of a test run 
into the mountains a few days earlier. I don't own any Q-Tips and I think cars are 
supposed to have a little oil and dust here and there, so I won't be surprised that it might 
not win the Mr. Clean prize. We got some early afternoon bad weather and everyone 
cleared out quickly, so the results of the judging are unknown at this time. Regardless, 
she's a nice car and I'm proud of it. 

The enclosed photos are submitted for your archive. 

Sincerely, 





 
March 15, 1999 

Mr. Len Miller 
Ferrari Italia 
P.O. 955 
San Carlos, CA 94070 

Dear Len, 

Thanks for sending me the 1998 250GTE Register. I've really got a bunch 
of other things to do, but I enjoy burning up some time reading about the fate 
of all the other 250GTE's. Thanks for making that possible. 

I've got a modest request. Would you update the write-up for my car, 
#3739? The Register curr ently credits Bob Raub's 3R Automotive in 
Englewood, Colorado with the restoration job. The facts are Bob's shop just 
did the frame, body, and paint- and a very nice job it was. The guys who 
were really in charge of the total job- including the engine, drive train, 
brakes, upholstery, instruments, assembly, and everything else, were Bruce 
Testerman and Jim Peterson at 'T's Sunrise' here in Englewood. T's Sunrise 

often has Bob Raub's shop do body and paint work. 

The total restoration was begun in July 1990 and was completed in June 
1997. You have a bunch of photos of the car in your files of the interior, 
exterior, and underneath, that I sent you in July 1997. Accordingly, you 
might also change the note about PIRF to show 'Pictures on file taken pre
restoration Oct 88 and post restoration July 97'. 

I'd appreciate it if you made the corrections in the Register so that the guys 
who were responsible for an outstanding job got the credit for it. 

Thanks and warm regards, 

Neil E. Jones 



.terrari ITALIA

250 GTE REGISTER & NEWSLETTER 

June 30, 1997 

De�r : 

Congratulations and thanks so much for your letter of June 15th and the 

pictures for the files. Yours are the fist really good pictures of the 

underside of a GTE and if you would forward the negatives I would like 

to make some larger blow ups for concours judging, and return them 

when completed. 

I admire your perseverance in completing the car, as I know you have 

been at it for a number of years. However, the satisfaction is worth 

all the effort and tribulations that go into a "well done" completed 

job, which you can now enjoy. I know I have been there. 

As for the judging; I am critical of local concours as they do not use 

people qualified to judge the various classes. In other words Ferrari 

people to judge Ferraris, Pierce Arrow people to judge Pierce Arrows 

and so on, if it is to be anything more than a subjective beauty 

contest. If the classes are mixed at least one judge for each make of 

car to be judged should be on the team. 

I firmly believe the rules Ed Gilbertson, as chair of the committee to 

Preserve Ferrari cars and as Chief Judge are fair and equitable. Dust 

and Q-tips are not the criteria .... authenticity is, i.e. a well used 

(driven) but totaAly original car, is a winner over the most costly 

restoration poorly done. As a matter of fact this year at the 

Nationals, if you wanted to be eligible for the top awards (not just 

class awards) you had to enter the Bella Mechina which is demonstrating 

your car under driving conditions and also on the track to evaluate 

both car and driver. Ed always ends all his presentations with 

"Ferraris are made to be DRIVEN''. 

congratulations again Neil on your wonderful restoration and, 

Leonard D. Miller 

P.O. BOX 955 • SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNlA 94070 • TEL: (4 I 5) 591-4690 • FAX: (415) 591-5693 



lerrari ITALIA

250 GTE REGISTER & NEWSLETTER 

July 23, 1997 

Dear : 

Many thanks for the use 0£ your negatives. They are very good shots and 

will go into the Register files for future reference. 

Your restoration looks tremendous and I am certain your car is in the 

top five or six GTEs in the country or perhaps the world. I hope you 

have tremendous enjoyment out of the oar and that you never add up the 

bills. 

Warm regards, 

P.O. BOX 955 • SAN CARLOS, CALIFORNLA 94070 • TEL: (415) 591-4690 • FAX: (415) 591-5693 










































































